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WELCOME!
…to Shropshire Mammal Group Newsletter 30!
Slightly late on parade this quarter, sorry! But I have delayed publication to be sure
of receiving some excellent articles.
You may think that with this 30th issue (my tenth as editor!), the SMG Newsletter
has put aside the high living riotous youth of its previous twenty-something issues
and is now settling into a more mature and responsible period of life; getting a
mortgage, starting a family (metaphorically speaking)… Not a bit of it! The
Newsletter is pulsing with vigorous new life for 2017 and moving forward all the
time. Many regulars are returning with new articles but we have debut writers too
- welcome to Lucy Price who’s giving some great insight into bat detection; Andy
Harmer of Cheshire, whose photographs I’ve long admired on Flickr and Facebook
has also kindly agreed to his superb bats in flight images to be used in conjunction
with Lucy’s piece. Leah Patterson of Shropshire Wildlife Trust describes her work
with the SWT’s local Otter Project, and even sneaks an exciting Mammal Eyewitness
account into her article! Robin Bennett is a noted contributor to Facebook’s
Bridgnorth and Shropshire Wildlife Group page, and he gives an interesting account
of a grey seal watching trip to Norfolk, with some really excellent images. Finally
our good friend Louise Viljoen (owner and handler of Luna, the famous pine marten
scat detection dog) has appeared many times in the Newsletter, but is now making
her debut as author of a proper article of her own about Conservation K9
Consultancy’s amazing work in Gabon.
Tris Pearce, Dave Lewis, Sam Devine-Turner, Stuart and I are all back with new
writings and photography, as is Pete Haswell of Bangor University and NWMG whose
fascinating article on mesopredators was a massive highlight of SMGN29, the Winter
2016 issue.
I suppose the big news as far as I am concerned is that after years of vague promises
on the subject I am finally all set to prove my worth by leading a mammal bones
identification workshop for SMG members. Like the bones ID handbook that I’m
currently writing, it is geared towards how bone finds can be used for mammal
recording and it will use material from my book. It will be an all-day bone-fest;
details of the content of the day and how to book have already been emailed out to
all SMG members. There is a nominal charge I’m afraid; this will be used to help
cover the hire of the room, but I promise it’ll be very well worth it. I’m told that
bookings are starting to come in already, which is very exciting, and I’d like to thank
everyone for their interest.
Look out for your next SMG Newsletter in your mailbox in late June (Contributions
needed / Don’t hold back / Get scribing!)
Ric Morris ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk

The usual disclaimer applies- the opinions expressed in the SMG Newsletter are
those of the individual contributors, not necessarily the views of the SMG, unless
stated to be so.
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REMEMBER!
Spring’s here – maybe a little late for New Year Resolutions but
maybe we could help kick start our own small New Year’s
Revolution by:

Joining a wildlife or environmental protection organisation
in addition to SMG

Writing to our MPs (and local councillors) to ensure that
care for, and protection of wildlife, as well as the local and
national environment is made a real priority during and
after Brexit; tell them that their opinions and performance
on these issues will influence the way you vote

Not accepting meaningless waffle for an answer if you’re
unhappy with their reply

Doing your bit for bees and other pollinators in your garden

Signing the petition against the use of the A24 small
mammal trap in the UK (see page 2)….
(I don’t think any of that is too controversial, is it Stu?)

Print the box, Ric!
Just in case…
Stu’s voice

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Notes from the Chair

Spring 2017
by Stuart Edmunds, SMG Chair

At this year’s AGM back in January, we were delighted to introduce Sam Devine-Turner to the committee as events
coordinator. Already Sam has put a great effort into helping put together and promote some great events for
members this year, including Ric Morris’s forthcoming bones workshop in April at Preston Montford (see page 24).
The first few months of previous years have tended to be quiet times on the mammal front,
but already this year we have run three events: a pine marten/camera trapping day, a
dormouse nibbled nut walk and an otter holt building workshop. And there is plenty more
lined up for the rest of the year!
By the end of March, hedgehogs will have usually
awoken from hibernation and begun their venture
out in search of food and a mate (probably in that
order). I have usually seen a few by now, but have
so far failed to spot a single hog in the garden or
surrounding fields. Hopefully hedgehogs in the wild
are taking an extended slumber, or a fortnight long
lie in, and will start to re-emerge soon. So, it would
be great if everyone can keep an eye out for
hedgehogs on their land and send records in to
SMGrecord@gmail.com

The A24 trap: see
www.goodnature.co.nz/

Looking at the websites for the
manufacturers Goodnature, it
seems they try to promote
basically laudable motives in
seeking
to
restore
New
Zealand’s native biodiversity
through a toxin-free reduction
of invasive rat, stoat (and
hedgehog) numbers.
However, just like an invasive
species itself, this trap will be
the wrong tool in the wrong
place in the UK; it will be used
to cull our native small
predators, potentially including
endangered species, in order to
protect what ironically is a nonnative game bird, i.e. the
pheasant, all for ecologically
dubious commercial interests.
As far as our wildlife is
concerned, this is a potential
disaster waiting to happen.
[Ric]

It is a different picture for those hedgehogs that
I and a few other Shropshire Wildlife Trust staff
have been caring for over the winter; those hogs
began emerging from their nests as much as one
month ago and their release back to the wild has
also started. By the end of March, we will have
released
twelve
hedgehogs
into
the
Shropshire countryside,
boosting
the
local
population slightly… but
more work still needs to
be done if we are to halt
the decline of Britain’s
most easily recognisable mammal.
Facebook

As Lorcán points out, the
new traps can kill (or maim,
if the target species explores
with a paw) multiple times
without the need to check
them – it’s actually up to 24
times, hence the name A24.

Their plight hasn’t been helped by the news last
week that Defra had approved the use of the A24
trap, which was designed in New Zealand to trap
and kill vermin; hedgehogs sadly coming under that
classification as they were introduced and are
having negative impacts on the native Kiwi bird
fauna. The story in the UK is different: hedgehogs
are a protected species in serious decline and the
news that people could now unintentionally begin
killing them in traps is the last thing that people
involved in their protection want to hear. The traps have
been approved for use in killing stoats and weasels, sadly
neither of which are protected. It is essential that people sign
the petition to pressure Defra to put an immediate halt to the
use of the A24 trap, or this could be their final nail in the
coffin. Sign the petition here~:
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/183526
Stuart Edmunds

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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On the scent of wildlife crime…

Spring 2017
by Louise Viljoen

I have worked with Shropshire Mammal Group and Shropshire Wildlife Trust for many years
with my pine marten scat detection dog Luna, and have recently secured international work
helping to detect and stop wildlife crime and trafficking. With having extensive experience working in Africa,
setting up dog sections, detection dog assessments and handler evaluations, I have now just come back from a dream
work trip to Gabon, Central Africa.
Agence Nationale des Parcs Nationaux (ANPN) have hired me as a consultant to conduct a Critical Report and Evaluation
on the existing dog section working in Gabon. The dog section consists of two detection dogs; Lumi, a lemon Cocker
Spaniel and Cooper a fox red Labrador, as well as two attack/tracking dogs The section staff are looking at ways to
advance their search capacity and operational deployment strategies to have a bigger,
better impact on the poachers and wildlife
trafficking.
This isn't the first time I have been to Gabon;
incidentally I was the one who implemented
the dog section in 2012 as the Director and
Head of Training in my previous company.
Now as an independent consultant, I couldn’t
be more delighted to be asked to go back and work
with the Conservation K9 teams again. As I was originally involved with
training Lumi and Cooper back in 2012 and delivered them to Gabon myself
in 2013, it’s a dream comes true to continue to work with them now.
The visit involved lots of handler assessments, as the last time I had seen
the handlers and dogs was as far back as late 2014 so I mainly wanted to
check the dogs’ welfare and the level at which they are operationally
working.
To assess and evaluate the
handlers also is equally important, as all dog
handlers can pick up bad habits when
Louise with Cooper and a couple of the dog
working and these usually need to be regularly
team’s local handlers. (We’re not going to
ironed out. These handlers however are some
name them for safety reasons)
of the best I have seen and helped train; they
underwent a three month handler course in
situ. Working in 28 plus degree heat and 85% humidity, in full uniform, with a motivated
and high energy dog attached to them, at no point do they lose energy or passion about
the work they do. After days of intensive training in Gabon, we also took time to take
the dogs to the beach and have some R&R. It’s important to realise the dogs are not
just a tool, they are living beings and they need to be happy. Their health and welfare
needs to be paramount. This is clearly visible as they are in perfect health and their
working stamina is unbelievable.

Beachtime!

The dogs are specially trained in pangolin, ivory, shark skin, leopard skin and Iboga root
detection. They were the first pangolin detection dogs deployed in central Africa and
since then the seizures of illegally poached pangolin have been excellent. The dogs’
scenting ability in such adverse conditions is amazing, and their list of finds has ranged
from small ivory trinkets and bracelets hidden deep inside luggage, to a giant pangolin
hidden with eight other species concealed under a large truck.

Even though we are all aware of the illegal wildlife trade, we sometimes don’t realise how huge the issue is. It’s not only
happening within African countries but also within the UK, involving smuggled native European animals species to those
worldwide. Not only that but illegal killing, poisoning and poaching of UK wildlife still happens and there are means and
ways of detecting such methods here on our own doorstep.
Louise Viljoen

Director, Conservation K9 Consultancy.
00 44 7746 410976 louise@conservationK9consultancy.com
Facebook: Conservation K9 Consultancy Twitter: @VK9consultant
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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The Shropshire Wildlife Trust Otter Project

by Leah Patterson

Hello everyone, I’m Leah Patterson, a Wildlife Conservation student from Liverpool John Moores University.
I’m currently on a year-long placement at Shropshire Wildlife Trust
taking on their Otter Project. This is now underway with monthly
surveys being conducted on segments of the River Perry, River Morda
and the Weir Brook. So far the sites surveyed over the past month have
shown clear presence of otters Lutra lutra, with some really promising
signs of frequent visits in a number of places.

Bridgnorth otter (way off Leah’s
patch). Photo: Andrew Fusek Peters

We hope to set up camera traps in the most
frequented areas and try to get a feel for the
dynamics of the resident population. As otters
don’t have a set breeding season there is a
distinct possibility that we are in the near
vicinity of a potential breeding pair and
capturing this on film would be an amazing
personal feat for me. Coming from a big city
like Liverpool it’s not often I get to film otters
in the wild!
Along with the camera traps, enquiries are
being made into the potential use of
Environmental DNA (eDNA) to help analyse
spraints. eDNA is nuclear or mitochondrial
DNA that is released from an organism into the
environment. Sources of eDNA include secreted faeces, mucus,
One of the waterways surveyed
gametes, shed skin, hair and carcasses. eDNA analysis enables a researcher to sample
by Leah and Sam. Photo: Sam
spraints and secretions to help pinpoint different otters along the same route, or indeed,
attribute a number of spraint sites to the same otter. By carrying out eDNA analysis we have the potential to enhance
our knowledge of territory and social structures within a wild otter population.
The surveys will take place up until August/September 2017 on a monthly basis and be conducted by myself and Sam
Devine-Turner who is also volunteering on the project. The aim is to establish a clear set of records for the waterways
we survey and repeat monitoring over time will allow us to assess whether there are any changes in population.
So far we are intrigued by what we are finding but
unfortunately we haven’t had a visual on an otter just yet.
Ultimately, in our otter quest we do our best to try to note any
other wildlife we see and get it recorded on iRecord, however in our latest
escapade along the Perry we encountered something totally unexpected. An American
mink Neovison vison (love them or hate them) came casually walking the banks of the
river at 2pm on a sunny Wednesday afternoon, in broad daylight not fazed by us
whatsoever. In our scampering to try to follow it we appeared to have lost him, only to
find that he was looking at us rather intriguingly from the opposite bank, wondering what
on earth we were doing! To our sheer surprise he quickly darted off and managed to
capture a small rabbit, efficiently dragging him back to his den, which was disguised
Mink on the Clun- also not Leah’s patch.
Photo: Andrew Fusek Peters
amongst the undergrowth. Although not entirely what we were looking for, we were
still pretty lucky to witness the skills of the cheeky mink.
As far as the Otter Project is concerned, the webpage is live on the Shropshire Wildlife Trust site and more information
on volunteering and community engagement will be coming soon. Please keep your eyes peeled on your travels and let
me know of anything interesting you may find. I can be contacted on leahp@shropshirewildlifetrust.org.uk or you can
always post to the SMG’s Facebook page. Lastly, I must apologise for the lack of my own images… I forgot to take
photos whilst I was running after the mink, although I did get him on video!
Leah Patterson
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Spring mammaling on the flood plain

Spring 2017
Words and photos by Tris Pearce

…and badgers turning to beavers!

It has been a late flood this year on the Severn/Vyrnwy confluence (it came in early March). In February,
ahead of the flood, I walked the said rivers on the Shropshire border, checked on some old places I knew and
explored new ones.
Of note were the otters being really active, not only where expected on
the Severn, but also on the smaller tributaries. Otters use small ditches
and this is often overlooked by people. They don’t just eat fish either!
This time of year amphibians, especially frogs, are on the menu and this
dietary element takes our favourite aquatic mustelid to ponds and
ditches where frogs gather in large numbers to mate and spawn.

Frogs’ legs, anyone?

Now the badgers often head to higher ground in the area
and will take to the trees; some setts are known under
mature trees such as sycamore, oak and ash.

Badger activity at base of ash tree
Whilst the land is in flood their diet is stretched
somewhat as the ground available to them is
restricted, so they make do and utilise their noses!

Another mature tree hosting a sett.
In favour are grubs within dead wood, so when you see these
gnawed bits of timber it is not Castor fiber but Meles meles that
is responsible!
Tris Pearce

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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This and that; Musings from the man-cave

Spring 2017
Words & photos by Dave Lewis

Well - the ‘man-cave’ project has been thwarted by work commitments (yuk!) however time heals most
things, so I hope to have renewed vigour, cash and enthusiasm upon my return from foreign climes to
progress the room.
The winter months, such as they have been, were not wasted by any means; the onset of the cold spells signaled the
retrieval of the monster camera rig. Although unsuccessful in its photographic results, it has undoubtedly significantly
advance the planning and construction of a more compact (and bijou?) system, with many alterations and modifications.

Above & left- Dave’s trailcam mount
design. Below – thoracic vertebra of
American mink, Neovison vison

Here’s just one: Instead of humungously large and heavy poles or stakes
on which to mount the lighting rig, why not see if the immediate area could
provide the poles, so all that would be required is the fixing points. To that
end I modified a metal, double electrical socket
pattress box – added a long luggage strap and
used the punched cable holes to secure the
strap. The ends were angle-ground (grinded?)
to a V and the hot-shoe fitting ball & socket
was bought from the famous online auction
site. Each completed unit cost less than a
tenner, and now mine are currently well used
for mounting the trail camera-trap, though
their primary intention is to mount the IR flash
units.
The winter months have also afforded some
time to devote to Ric’s favourite topic; bones! My local reputation has
now elevated me to being in the thoughts of those who find roadkill
mammals. I have so far received and processed a mole, polecat, mink
and a hare; this latter body was pinched by a ragamuffin though, so I’m
hareless!

A mole skull, Talpa europaea
after following the above process.

The processing, as some will be aware, is not for the fainthearted,
however, the results can be spectacular and the opportunities to study
the structure, articulation and form of the skeleton are highly rewarding.
The process to successfully retrieving a full skeleton involves removing
the fur and skin layer and placing the whole carcass in a bottom-vented
box; here, I’ve used the stainless steel mesh that builders use when
rendering walls; this forms the floor of a wooden box with lid. This gets
sunk into the soil and the free soil
covering the box to hold in the initial
odours. The smelly stage lasts for
about a week, after that you’d not
know it was there. Wait a couple of
months and wash it all out. Sorted!
The next stage is the bleaching; do
not use domestic bleach– get some
hydrogen peroxide and use that. My
source for this is the local hairdresser
and I obtained a 12% solution (with
perfume) and I dilute this 1:1 / 1:2 /
1:3 and leave the bones soak for a
day or two, soak well afterwards in
clean water and see how it looks.
Have a go – Ric will be very proud of you.
Dave Lewis

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Encounters with Scottish mammals

Spring 2017
Words, photos & framegrabs by Stuart Edmunds

Finding pine martens in Shropshire in 2015 was by far my most exciting moment and I still get giddy with
excitement when I check my camera traps to find that our martens are still showing. But every so often, the lack
of field evidence I have found does make me
wonder if there is more that I can be doing. So, a
refresher in spotting their signs in a
location where ‘sweet marts’ are
numerous has become an annual
tradition.
This year, I headed to
Lochaber and the Morvern area on the
Scottish west coast- a spot which
supposedly has the highest density of
my favourite mustelid in the UK. Joining
me for the trip was Dave Pearce, the
man famed for taking the first photo for
a long time, of an English pine marten.
Mull

Dave Pearce Pic- Ric

Shropshire Mammal Group Newsletter

On the first night of camera trapping, three different
martens showed on camera at a location along the
shores of Loch Sunart and it was clear that with this
number of them in a small area, scat should have been
aplenty. But a walk around for a few hundred metres was rewarded
with no scat, or any evidence at all that pine martens inhabited the

Mull

Loch Sunart is a sea loch on the west coast of
Scotland; it’s bounded to the north by the Sunart
district of Ardnamurchan and to the south by the
Morvern district. Wikipedia / Google Maps

woodland. A later chat with a local lady also surprised me- she had lived in the area for most of her life but had never
seen a pine marten. The closest she came to spotting one of these elusive nocturnal creatures was hearing that one had
moved into the loft of one of the cabins she managed, which was promptly dealt with by a local builder, who ensured
that all holes in the building were blocked in to prevent further marten access.
It was a similar situation for a local stalker we spoke to, not far from Acharacle. He knew that there are plenty of pine
martens in the areas he manages, but has only actually spotted pine martens on four or five occasions, which was
through using a thermal imaging camera. It was again surprising to hear that he rarely saw their scats or field signs in
that area of Scotland, unlike his experiences inland, where pine martens leave a lot of visible evidence of their presence.
On a previous trip to Lochaber, the owners of a property in native oak woodland also reported to me that although they
knew from their camera traps that pine martens ventured onto their land, they had never seen one either and failed to
find their scats. It is because of this incredible ability to avoid the attentions of humans that the marten is often referred
to as a spirit of the forest and recording them in some areas only appears to be possible through using camera trap
technology. Lots of food for thought for my return to the Shropshire martens!
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please

Meerkat marten! Framegrab- Stu
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It wasn’t just Mr Marten whom I ventured 350 miles to see on the trip. I also hoped to track and film wild otters along
the beaches of the many sea lochs of the west coast. I have watched a few before,
usually as they feed at mid-tide and had some idea of where to see them, but attempts
to successfully spot an otter were limited due to some harsh weather and reduced
visibility. On the final day, I was delighted to find a well-used otter trail and mounds of
otter spraint along a huge stretch of the Morvern coastline. Finding such clear and fresh
field signs warranted some serious otter tracking, so with the Isle of Mull as the backdrop
across the Sound of Mull, Dave and I followed the trails and evidence for over three miles,
until we unexpectedly came across a holt site under some well protected rocks. Holts
are protected from disturbance, so we
moved along for a while and set a
camera trap in an area that could only be
referred to as an otter highway. Another
few minutes of walking and the field
signs of otter were so fresh that I felt we
had a good chance of seeing one. We sat
atop a low summit, overlooking a grassy
coastal patch for a while, but no otter
showed up. I left Dave to continue
scanning the area and ventured over the
knoll and down into an area littered with
rocks. By which time, the long hike was
taking its toll and the view of Mull was a
constant distraction. I ambled through
the rocks, admiring my surroundings,
when some movement on a patch of
grass a few metres ahead caught my attention. Something was rolling around on the
grass and my first assumption was that it was a dog, so I marched toward it, with a complete lack of stealth, kicking
boulders and dragging my boots. The animal became aware of my presence and stopped dead for a second. It was an
otter! Before I could turn my camcorder on, he quickly turned away, pressed his rear end into the ground, then shot off
along a trail into the safety of some rocks. I ran to the spot he had left and was probably a little too excited to find that
the otter has left a fresh
spraint sample in jelly
form to mark his spot
(the jelly excretion is
another scent marker
that otters often leave).
Of course, poor Dave
missed
the
whole
encounter and could only
watch
my
clumsy
attempts at re-finding
the otter from a distance.
It might have only been a
three second encounter
with that otter, but it
reminded me of the sheer
satisfaction of tracking a
wild animal that focuses
so much attention on
avoiding contact with
humans.
These
encounters are often few
and far between, which
make them even more
worthwhile when they do happen. And we were further rewarded on checking the camera trap the next day- not only
had one otter made an appearance, but three had triggered the camera in the space of three hours!
Stuart Edmunds
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Bat detection using ultrasound

by Lucy Price
with bat flight photographs by Andy Harmer

Bats, Order Chiroptera, are divided into two subphyla; the Megachiroptera which are fruiteating bats, such as the Indian flying fox, and the insectivorous Microchiroptera which employ
echolocation to navigate, communicate and find insect prey. There are 19 species in the UK, of which all are
Microchiroptera and hence all forage using ultrasound that is inaudible to the human ear.
Echolocation is the ability to emit a sound and then to pick up its echoes from small objects. All bats are able to hear
sounds in the same frequency range as humans, 20 Hz to 20 KHz, but it is only echolocating bats that can hear very
acute frequencies above this range (Altringham & Fenton, 2003), which is termed ultrasound. These bats receive very
high frequency sounds at around 50 KHz which have a wavelength of 6.9mm, thus meaning that any object of this size
that obstructs the passage of the sound wave would give a distinguishable echo, and the insects that the bats are hunting
tend to be about this size. This is known as target discrimination. Larger bats produce lower frequency sounds as they
feed on larger insects and small bats feed on midges so need a high discrimination and thus produce higher frequency
sounds. They can all also produce lower frequency sounds than those used in echolocation that are used in social
communication, these we can hear as they fit within our hearing range.
Ultrasound, although good for identifying small objects, maintains a problem of attenuation; the reduction of loudness
with distance. Lower frequency sounds carry a lot further than high frequency ones and seeing as the majority of
echolocation calls are high frequency they therefore cannot be heard over long distances. This is consequently overcome
by greatly increasing the volume of the sound in order to hear the faint echo emitted by the insect prey, which can take
up to 6ms to reach the bat from one metre away. They have the ability to decouple their ear bones of the middle ear
so that the very loud noise doesn’t deafen them.

Lesser horseshoe bat
Rhinolophus hipposideros
Photo © Andy Harmer

Echolocation calls vary in structure (bandwidth, duration, intervals between pulses etc.), portraying the journey of the
bat from detection of prey to its pursuit. There are also individual intraspecific differences of echolocation calls that allow
greater detection of different species therefore reducing interference during communication calls (Altringham & Fenton,
2003).
Echolocating bats produce two types of calls – constant frequency (CF) or frequency modulated (FM) and sometimes a
combination of both. CF callers like the lesser (Rhinolophus
hipposideros) and greater horseshoe (R. ferrumequinum) emit
warbling sounds in a beam through a nose-leaf structure. CF
calls are dominated by one frequency. Bats using FM calls, like
the Natterer’s bat (Myotis nattereri), produce rapid dry calls
that extend through an octave in short duration (broadband)
from their mouth. With both calls, sound is initially produced in
the higher muscular larynx.

FM callers use standard echo to detect their prey whereas
CF bats make use of self-induced Doppler shiftsseparating outgoing calls to incoming echoes via frequency
rather than time, i.e. echoes return at a higher frequency
than the original pulses. This allows the bat to filter out
the emitted calls because of its reduced auditory
sensitivity to these lower frequencies (Jones & Rydell,
2003). FM signals are well suited to locating and detecting
prey as they not only provide accurate information on the
range and angle of the target but information on the
texture of prey allowing classification. Broadband calls are

Natterer’s bat Myotis nattereri in cave
Photo © Andy Harmer
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useful for searching within vegetation but when searching in open areas or habitat edges signals are adjusted by adding
a shallow narrow-band to the end of the call that usually lasts slightly longer for about 5 - 10ms, typical of Pipistrellus
spp (Jones & Rydell,2003). Focusing energy in the narrowband component aids the bat’s detection range of distant
objects. FM callers cannot distinguish between outgoing pulses and echoes so have to employ separate short pulses and
longer listening intervals- characteristic that helps detection of an FM call when listening.
Not all calls are constant. When prey is detected the rate of call increases rapidly until the prey is caught; enabling more
frequent updates on the insect’s location. This is called a ‘feeding buzz’.
As previously mentioned, each species has
individual differences to its echolocation calls
which allow us, and of course fellow bats, to
distinguish them. However there are also
interspecific differences as shown by the
Pipistrellus species: the Common (P.
pipistrellus) and Soprano Pipistrelle (P.
pygmaeus) have similar calls however the
former has a maximum frequency of ~45
KHz and the latter has one of 55 KHz. The
Nauthusius Pipistrelle (P. nathusii) has longer

Ravenlite image of typical Daubenton call,
with maximum frequency of ~47KHz.
Lucy Price

Common pipistrelle Pipistrellus pipistrellus
Photo © Andy Harmer

pulses than the common and
displays a maximum loudness of ~39 KHz. There are six species of the
Myotis bats - FM callers - Daubenton’s (M. daubentonii) and Natterer’s (M.
natereri) being two of them.
Both have similar frequencies, the
Daubenton’s being slightly lower, and both have fast pulse rates. However
the Daubenton’s bats have a slightly drier call and characteristic sound is
marginally different (Tik-ke instead of Tik). It is difficult to distinguish
between these species on calls alone so behaviour is used more to
determine the difference; Whiskered/Brandt’s (M. mystacinus and M.
brandtii respectively) sound identical to Daubenton’s but patrol hedges
instead of water so can be identified via this.

Pipistrelles use a combination of FM and CF calls – the CF ‘tail’ sounding like a wet
smack on the detector, hence they are termed the ‘wet smackers’. Soprano and
common pip calls are similar but can be differentiated by the point of the CF at which
the pitch is the lowest – the ‘zero point’.
Noctule (Noctula nyctalus) bats are large and have low frequency calls. They are one of the first bats to emerge at dusk,
usually before sunset, and produce the loudest calls of all British bats that can be heard ~200m away. They are CF
callers and have a characteristic ‘chip-chop’ rhythmic call that incorporates lots of harmonics, ranging between 21 KHz
and 0.5 KHz, and operating at a maximum frequency of 20-25 KHz.
Horseshoe bats (Rhinolophus spp.)
produce a constant frequency
warbling sound. They are the only
bats to use these distinctive calls
and hence cannot be confused with
other bats. The lesser horseshoe
utilises higher frequencies at a
higher repetition rate, as their call is
so high pitched you need to be close
to pick up their call reliably- their
sound is carried over a shorter
distance.

Lesser horseshoe bat Rhinolophus hipposideros photographed on the Shropshire / Wales border. Photo © Andy Harmer
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Long-eared bats (Plecotus spp.) are woodland-edge bats and
often operate in ‘stealth mode’, meaning they sometimes turn off
echolocation and use their ears alone to detect prey (usually in
foliage and trees). They do produce FM calls but they are
generally very quiet so are often seen fluttering rather than being
picked up on the detector.

Brown long eared bat Plecotus auritus
Photo © Andy Harmer

Heterodyne detectors are the most common detectors used in bat
surveying and translate echolocation calls into audible soundhowever it’s not that brilliant for analysing recordings on the
computer. Frequency division detectors transform the entire
ultrasonic signal into an audible recording by lowering the sound
frequency by a factor of 10. It’s difficult to interpret these by
listening, but easier to analyse. Time expansion with digital
memory detectors records all incoming sounds but enables your
recordings to be later slowed down to be used for computer
analysis.

Whiskered bat Myotis mystacinus with prey.
Photo © Andy Harmer

Species Identification
As part of my Zoology degree at Cardiff University some years ago I made a field recording of some bat activity one
night. Analysing the recording and identifying the various species present proved to quite a tricky task as many of the
species had very similar call sounds. However, six species were identified.
The first bat detected was a Whiskered/Brandt’s bat at around 3
seconds. The intervals between the pulses were relatively small
indicating the speed of the call to be medium and the maximum
frequency was around 45 KHz, typical of this species. The sound of its
call (tik) is very similar to three other species but the determined
frequency and pulse-rate enabled confirmation that it was a
Whiskered/Brandts bat. At 12 seconds, the call of a Daubenton was
initiated, characterised by the rise to the end of the sound (Tik-ke) and
the very fast pulse rate. It’s a Myotis bat and is obvious when analysing
that it’s a FM
caller by the
straight line
through the
frequenciesmaximum
being
~45
KHz. There is slight possibility that it could be a brown longeared as it passes through the range 45-50 KHz. The next bat
was a Soprano ‘55’ Pipistrelle that in fact appeared a lot
throughout the recording. Its call begins at ~17 seconds and
the call has a characteristic CF tail, forming the SMACK sound. A Natterer
Typical analytical image of a Noctule bat call.
appears at ~26.8 seconds, its call is quick, at 50KHz and has a ‘tik’ sound.
A rhythmic pattern is noticeable.
Lucy Price
This one was hard to decipher as halfway through its call a Nathusius
Pipistrelle appears yet at a lower frequency – of ~39KHz. This species of
Pipistrelle was obvious due to its lower maximum frequency. These were followed by a Noctule at 1m 1second that has
a very rhythmic call but at a much lower prominent frequency. The noise it creates is distinctly different to the others
found; a ‘chip-chop’ noise rather than a ‘tikking’ one.
Lucy Price
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Urgent bat appeal!

Spring 2017
by Louise Viljoen
Can you help?
We are looking for bat carcasses for
an exciting new detection dog project! We have
five dogs in training around the UK that are
specially being trained to help monitor wildlife
for mitigation purposes at wind turbine sites and
other new constructions.
This means we need lots of different UK species
of bat carcasses from day one to use in our
scent imprinting training.
We don’t use
pseudo-scents for bat carcass detection and
we need to vary our samples constantly.
If you can help or know something that can
please get in touch. We hold all relevant
licenses and would gladly send you more
details.
So please contact us on
louise@conservationk9consultancy.com
Ideal!

Louise Viljoen

Director, Conservation K9 Consultancy.
Still got a bit of meat on ‘em…

Facebook: Conservation K9 Consultancy

00 44 7746 410976
Twitter: @VK9consultant

Corporate members of Shropshire Mammal Group

by Malcolm Monie, SMG Membership Secretary & Treasurer

Shropshire Mammal Group is grateful to its corporate members for their support .

Pearce Environment Ltd
Shropshire Wildlife Trust - Ellesmere Branch
Keith Roberts and Son, Lower Wallop Farm
Meres and Mosses Landscape Partnership Scheme /
Nature Improvement Area

Whitchurch Community Water Vole Project
The British Hedgehog Preservation Society
CJ Wildlife
Field Studies Council, Preston Montford
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Rattus norvegicus: the ‘fancy rat’

Spring 2017
Words & some photos by Sam Devine-Turner

For a lot of people, the word ‘rat’ initiates feeling of unease or sometimes even
disgust. For others, it conjures up images of the typical white ‘lab rat’ on which so
many medicinal and psychological studies are carried out. For others still, it
brings only to mind intelligent and pretty creatures with individual personalities
and a desire for comfort (and food) from their human companions.
Domestic rats are descended from our naturalised Rattus norvegicus, the brown
rat, which can grow to over 50cm in length from nose to tip of the tail. This
species boldly dominated over Rattus rattus, the black rat, which is a much
smaller, slimmer, more timid and also introduced species. Black and brown rats
are not always black or brown; in fact colour variations occur quite frequently
in R. norvegicus in the wild, enough so to have warranted selective breeding for
favoured colours and patterns since the 1800s. This has resulted in an
astounding 32 recognised colours and ten recognised patterns, as well as four
different coat types and three different breeds, seen in modern domesticated
rats. In fact, the National Fancy Rat Society, established in 1976, coined the
term ‘fancy rat’ for domesticated rats and promotes the exhibition of these
small mammals.
Both R. norvegicus and R. rattus can occur in
Although omnivorous, wild rats have
riverside and urban garden habitats, though black rats are
a preference for grains and seeds.
typically only found near docks within these habitats, and
Photo: Wendy Wylie
are now increasingly scarce. R. norvegicus can also be found
in farmland and grassland habitat. Rats have a preference
for large grains and seeds as a food source; accordingly, there are many sightings of them in
grain stores, or on and around bird feeders in our gardens. They are also scavengers and thus
will make the most of uncovered compost bins or loose rubbish bags. Although these food
choices have implications for humans, there are multiple reasons to develop a fondness and
respect for these animals.
Wild and domesticated rats are incredibly social animals, preferring to live in large colonies with
an established hierarchy and creating strong bonds with other members of the colony; rats who
lose their companions may themselves die of depression. Animals within these colonies play
together, find food together, and will even help each other to survive. Studies have shown that
in a controlled environment, rats will release a
companion from an enclosed area; whether this be
Above – rat exploring a garden. Photo: Wendy Wylie
due to empathy or due to a desire for social contact it
Below – rats create strong bonds with each other. Photo: Sam D-T
is currently unknown. Further recent studies have
even suggested that rats may feel regret over missed opportunities and negative
consequences of their choices.
Not only will rats create strong bonds with each other, but they can also become attached
to human companions. Domesticated rats crave affection, sometimes approaching human
companions for comfort over food. Some have been known to drop food in contentment
when being petted, in a remarkable choice of pleasure and social contact over survival.
They can show affection towards their rat and human companions through licking,
grooming and sleeping on or near. These same behaviours can be seen in R. norvegicus
taken from the wild and kept as pets, suggesting that any differences between the
behaviours and affections of domesticated and truly wild rats are dependent more so on
environment than on biology.
Not only is R. norvegicus a lover of affection and companionship, but it is also an incredibly
intelligent species. When encountering food items they have not eaten before, rats will
test out the food by nibbling only a small bit, and waiting a while to see if it affects them
negatively before returning to consume the rest of it. They will remember ‘safe’ food items
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A hungry rat, taste-testing,
perhaps? Photo: Tilly Willis

Spring 2017
that they have eaten in the past. As a prey
animal, they have a high pain tolerance and will
not outwardly show injuries or illness whilst
away from their nests.

Domesticated R. norvegicus can be taught tricks
such as to fetch a ball and even to put it through
a hoop, to respond to vocal commands such as
‘spin’ or to grab a tissue for a human companion
at the sound of a sneeze. They can learn their
names and return to a human companion at the
call of their name, just like dogs. They can even
be potty trained. Although it varies from animal
to animal as each has its own individual
personality and preferences just like humans,
usually these tricks are incredibly easy to teach
to them, particularly because rats enjoy mental
stimulation and have been shown to readily
tackle challenging tasks without persuasion,
such as completing a maze. Studies have shown that wild R. norvegicus have the same capacity for learning, and would
be capable of such tasks if taken out of their natural environment and placed in a captive and supportive environment.

Above: baby rats of two fancy varieties; a Hooded and a Berkshire.
Right: Rex, one of the many varieties of fancy rats, enjoying being
petted. Both photos by Sam D-T.
In light of their intelligence, capacity for affection and empathy, and
their love of social contact, it is a shame that rats are still widely
regarded as pests and treated inhumanely within our gardens, our buildings and our
laboratories. Perhaps instead, as within other cultures such as is seen in Rajasthan’s famous Karni Mata Temple, we
should revere the rat and in recognising its similarities to us humans rather than its differences we should not be so
quick to disregard Rattus norvegicus, the arguably Fancy Rat, as a lesser creature.
Further reading:
BARTEL, I. B-A., DECETY, J. & MASON, P. (2011) Empathy and Pro-Social Behaviour in Rats. Science. 334 (6061) p. 1427 – 1430
BOICE, R. (1972) Some Behavioural Tests of Domestication in Norway Rats. Behaviour.42 (3) p. 198 - 230
HOLDEN, P. & ABBOTT, G. (2008) RSPB Handbook of Garden Wildlife. A & C Black Publishers Ltd.
MUIR, G. & MORRIS, P. (2013) How to Find and Identify Mammals. The Mammal Society.
NATIONAL FANCY RAT SOCIETY. (2017) National Fancy Rat Society. [Online] Available from: http://www.nfrs.org/

Sam Devine-Turner
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Norfolk grey seal adventures

Spring 2017
Words and photos by Robin Bennett

l’d hear the grey seals calling. Not literally, of course, because Norfolk is a long way away from Shropshire; a
very long way down the seemingly never-ending A14. But the prospect of seeing the spectacle of thousands of
grey seals (Halichoerus grypus) hauled out on the beaches was enough to get me and my Dad into my
motorhome and heading for the east coast.

Seals do occasionally swim up rivers but I decided we were unlikely to
bump into any the Severn in Bridgnorth (the otters would send them
packing) and so I researched various Facebook groups, blogs and
websites including Friends of Horsey Seals (see below) to find the best
spot to visit. Several North Sea beaches are famous for their grey seal
colonies but in the end we decided that Horsey, just north of Great
Yarmouth, would be ideal. With the weather forecast checked and the
campsite booked we set off for our mad overnight dash to the beach.

Grey seals
Approximately half of the world’s grey seals live around the UK so they are an internationally important mammal species
for the UK to protect. They are large mammals - the males (bulls) impressively so, and can be recognised by their
characteristic ‘Roman’ noses. In comparison, common seals Phoca vitulina are much ‘cuter’ in appearance and a bit
smaller too. Their pupping and breeding behaviour is also completely different with common seals giving birth in the
summer but the grey seals coming ashore in the winter instead.
The winter spectacle happens when thousands of seals haul out in order to give birth and then mate. The 14kg pups are
suckled for approximately three weeks and then the mothers essentially abandon them while the pups moult into their
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At nearly eighty, my Dad is still a keen photographer (a passion which I inherited) and is still up for an adventure now
and again. We try to find a wildlife event every month to investigate
& photograph and the grey seal annual extravaganza was to be our
December trip.
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waterproof coats. The pups are left to explore the beach and the dunes until their hunger draws them to the open sea
where (it is believed) they learn to fish for themselves; a quite brutal introduction to life.
Viewing & Photography
It’s really well organised at Horsey, with a good-sized car park and on-site volunteer seal wardens to make sure that all
visitors keep off the beach and a sensible distance from any pups that have made their way up into the dunes. Viewing
paths and platforms have been laid so that the thousands of visitors that come to
enjoy the scene can do so safely (even the youngest pups can bite) and without
risk to the delicate relationship between cow and offspring.
By reaching the dunes at dawn it was possible to explore without being surrounded
by other photographers and some of the pups in the dunes especially were very
relaxed and willing subjects. While Dad was looking for the large bulls squabbling
over territory on the beach, I tried a few different techniques to get a different
angle on a ‘cute pup’ theme. Looking back, I think I was most pleased when I left
a camera on the sand, withdrew and then used the Sony smartphone app to
remotely take photos from sand level. It isn’t often that a 35mm lens works well
for wildlife!
After the first hour or two spent almost alone with the
seals, the crowds started to gather and by 11 o’clock we
were heading to the bacon sandwich van that feeds the
thousands of visitors that arrive at the beach during peak
pupping season. If you get chance to visit next year I’d
recommend it despite the length of drive to get there it’s genuinely a world-class wildlife spectacle and one that
gives a fascinating insight into mammal biology and
behaviour.

Seal profiles and nostril/muzzle patterns.
Grey seal left; Common or harbour seal, right.
From The Identification of British Mammals;
G. B. Corbet, BMNH, 1964 & 1969.

Robin Bennett
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Humans, food webs and large carnivores
North Wales Mammal Group
partnership article

Words & photos by Pete Haswell
Originally published (with a different photo selection & captions) in Wolf Print issue 59 Autumn / Winter 2016.
Wolf Print is the magazine of the UK Wolf Conservation Trust. Republished with kind permission of the UKWCT.

When it comes to ecosystem services, large carnivores tend to impact food-webs through two main pathways: the
impacts they have on their prey species and the interactions they have with smaller predators, which I wrote about in
my previous article in SMGN29 (Life & behaviour of wolves: Mesopredators in a scary world).
To some extent in the earlier article I discussed the importance of how context dictates the type and strength of
interactions between larger predators and smaller predators. In a recent scientific publication (see Further Reading box)
I reviewed the available literature of studies examining the interactions which large carnivores have with other organisms
and discussed how their impacts are affected by four main contexts: species assemblage, environmental productivity,
landscape and predation risk. Throughout the paper I discussed the potential for human actions to alter context and the
overall impacts large carnivores have upon ecosystems.

It is important not to generalise the impacts and benefits that large carnivores might provide from
one scenario to the next but to recognise that each scenario is relatively unique. If we are to
maintain healthy ecosystems and achieve desired management outcomes then we must understand
the complex interactions between
organisms and the consequences of
human actions as part of the foodweb. It is all too often easy to forget
that humans are a part of ecosystems.
Many of us live a life very detached
from nature and would consider
ourselves separate from it. However,
almost everything we do, from the
food we consume, the clothes we
buy, the energy that powers our
This article was originally
homes and even the leisure activities
published in Wolf Print,
we engage in all have an effect on
issue 59. Pete is just one of
European brown bear, Ursus arctos.
the ecosystems from which we gain
many conservationists
Camera-trapped in Croatia.
around the world to have
these resources.
received help from the
UKWCT. You can find out
more about the UKWCT and
their work on their website
https://ukwct.org.uk/

Humans can generally be considered the most dominant resource users and landscape modifiers
on the planet. As hunter-gatherers we likely had some influence on local species composition
through harvesting mammal prey and competing with large carnivores. We may have even
altered ecosystems on a small scale in order to favour those species we harvested and perhaps
to improve hunting success. Since our way of life changed, becoming more
agricultural, urbanised and less nomadic, our numbers have grown
Modifying the natural world…
and our modification of the natural world has increased
dramatically. It is difficult for us to know exactly how humans used
to interact with large carnivores but one thing that is certain is that
things are no doubt very different in the modern age.
Humans harvest wild mammals as prey. In some contexts where
this is done sustainably or where wild prey are abundant enough to
support both human and large carnivore needs, this will have
minimal effect on prey available to large carnivores. In other
scenarios, overharvesting may leave little prey available for large
carnivores. The level of competition between humans and large
carnivores will also depend on prey preferences. In places such as
the UK where large carnivores no longer exist, human harvesting of
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Rough grazing cattle in Bulgaria

Humans also introduce both wild and domestic herbivores which will interact with large
carnivores as well as other organisms in a different way to those species which have evolved as
part of the ecosystem. These non-native species can compete with large carnivore prey,
affecting large carnivore predation habits and survival rates. The introduction of competitive
alien herbivores (e.g. domestic livestock) can also lead to apparent competition and increased
predation of native species by elevated predator populations. Poor husbandry practices and high
livestock predation rates could potentially either exacerbate or reduce large carnivore impacts
on native species depending on context.
Wild and domestic herbivores forage and interact with vegetation communities in different ways,
with domestic stock often causing greater degradation. Domestic livestock often aggregate more,
and their limited ranging behaviour is exacerbated through herding and human directed foraging
at convenient locations. This type of herbivory will
likely result in limited impacts from large carnivores upon domestic grazing/
browsing pressure, with consequences being predominantly human driven.
When livestock are free-ranging their response to predation risk is still
different to that of wild herbivores, as well as being somewhat attenuated.
Different predators have varied impacts upon large herbivore communities
and interact with prey in different ways. Wolves hunt over long distances,
lynx are ambush predators and
humans may hunt in a myriad of
ways (stationary, mobile, via
trapping or with dogs etc…). Even
within a predator species, hunting success and strength of impact upon prey
species can be dependent on size, age, experience and social structure. The
impact these varied hunting styles have upon the foraging behaviour and
population densities of prey species will result in varied impacts to vegetation
communities and other species within a food-web. The butterfly effect can
play out strongly within ecosystems with changes at one level having
consequences which ripple through the system. Often the impacts of multiple
predators will have conflicting effects which may offer some stability, helping
maintain a diverse matrix of habitat types or successional stages. Where
human harvesting is overly dominant, this pressure may override the impacts
of large carnivores and may be the dominant driver of shared prey behaviour.

Subsistence livestock farming in Bulgaria

Issue 30

mammalian herbivores becomes somewhat of a necessity to prevent further environmental
degradation that can result from their overabundance.

Wolf pups camera trapped in Croatia,
August 2015
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Humans will often limit or boost predator populations directly as well as having indirect effects on their survival or
behaviour. This in-turn has an effect on the interactions large carnivores have with other species. The most obvious
being how humans often dictate the composition and densities of predator populations. It is often expected that large
carnivores will affect the densities and behaviour of herbivores, yielding landscape wide effects on vegetation
communities. This may however not always be the case if humans have altered the
species assemblage or behaviour of large carnivore prey and the abundance or
composition of predator communities themselves.
Humans can compete with large carnivores for food and alter prey accessibility by
restricting landscape or time use but we do also provide supplemental food (e.g.
livestock or garbage dumps and feeding at hunting sites). Humans often dictate the
environmental productivity of entire ecosystems through harvesting of resources or
the modification of landscapes to suit our own needs. Where nutrients are less
available and prey less abundant, carnivores may have a more dominant effect on
prey densities or may cease to survive at all in extreme circumstances. Productive
environments however may see little impacts upon prey densities from large
carnivore predation. The bottom-up effects of nutrient availability are just as
important as top-down effects from large carnivores in influencing ecosystem
processes. Behavioural interactions between large carnivores and other organisms

Garbage dump – an environmental blot
or a feeding opportunity for scavengers?
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Humans dramatically modify landscapes, often dictating habitat
structure (type, successional stage and species composition) as well
as levels of fragmentation and the existence of suitable habitat in
the first place. Some human landscapes will be suitable for large
carnivores (e.g. hunting allotments, sustainable forestry and
military training areas), whereas others will be unsuitable or exclude
them altogether (e.g. urban areas, agricultural/pastoral zones). We
must also remember however that sometimes humans can have
positive impacts (e.g. rewilded areas, nature reserves) and some
wildlife species do rely on traditional human activities and
disturbance (e.g. heathland grazing and coppice woodlands).
Different species will have varied tolerance of human-modified
landscapes. Unfortunately the larger a species is, the less likely it
is to adapt to living in human-modified landscapes, the more
vulnerable it is to lethal control and the more likely it is to come into
conflict with people.
Landscape alterations can in turn affect species persistence, their
densities, the landscape associated risks they experience and consequently the behavioural dynamics between species.
Some habitats offer more risks than others, whether this be climatic risks (temperature, weather, humidity etc…), risk
of starvation, costs of finding a mate and holding down territory, landscape dangers such as cliffs, rivers or roads and
the associated risk of predation. In some landscapes it may be easier to evade or detect predation threats than in others.
How humans alter landscapes will impact large carnivores as well as other organisms and the consequential trophic
dynamics.

Croatian woodlands - a natural habitat?

The attractive
rewilding concept of re-establishing self-sustaining
ecosystems with minimal human disruption may
help to maintain large carnivore interactions with
other species, but is rarely a plausible scenario for such wide ranging species in areas where humans dominate the
landscape. Rewilding may not always be pragmatic or necessarily a true reflection of the historic status quo. In Europe
in particular, national parks are rarely large enough to house more than a handful of large carnivores but can still act as
vital source populations. Human habitation and land use within protected areas is however very common, with the needs
of wildlife often coming second to the pressures of leisure activities and tourism as well as agricultural use. It is quite
clear that large carnivores in Europe are almost always going to live alongside human populations so achieving balance
is a necessity. Understanding how humans influence trophic dynamics becomes very important and could help to better
predict and steer landscape management to desired outcomes.
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Croatian valley offering free grazing opportunities
to both domestic stock and wild ungulates.

are likely to be important drivers of how nutrients are distributed across a landscape in most contexts, so how these
interactions are altered and interact within a given scenario is worth understanding.
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Interactions between species are
rarely entirely consistent and are
influenced by context, with humans
often the dominant driver of context.
If management and conservation
goals are to be achieved then it is
pivotal to understand how humans
influence trophic interactions and how
trophic interactions are affected by
context. Trade-offs and management
interventions
can
only
be
implemented successfully if the
intricacies of food webs are properly
understood. Both as individuals and
as a global society it is important to
not only consider but also to
understand the consequences of our
actions. We must all aim for a more
sustainable existence, minimising the
negative impacts we have on the
natural world.
As knowledge
progresses and societal preference
hopefully begins to swing more in the
direction of sustainability there is hope that we may not only be able to maintain large
carnivores in the modern era but the functions
they provide as well.

Red deer Cervus elaphus and wild
boar Sus scrofa, camera trapped in
mud wallows by Pete in Croatia
Wolf pup, Canis lupus, Croatia

Pete Haswell

Further Website Reading…
Pete Haswell, BSc Hons Environmental Science (Biodiversity and Conservation), works at University College of
North Wales, Bangor.
http://conservation.bangor.ac.uk/PeteHaswell.php.en
He is collaborating with Professor Josip Kusak on a project the UK Wolf Conservation Trust supports in Croatia.
You can read more about his work as well as finding his latest published collaboration, on his website:
http://petehaswellwolfresearch.wordpress.com/
Additionally, follow Pete’s updates on Facebook at: www.facebook.com/PeteHaswellWolfResearch
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Doing her duty for Shropshire Mammal Group

by Ric Morris

Inspired by Sam Devine-Turner

I was at Newport Spring Forward festival on Saturday 25th March for Shropshire Wildlife Trust, showing a
whole lot of Stuart’s SMG camera trap footage to the visitors and recruiting some new SWT members. Sam
Devine-Turner was also there, checking out the various stands and the wonderful vegan food. On her way home she made an
interesting roadkill find, which I didn’t even notice! If you’re one of SMG’s Facebook users you
may have seen her posting about it and another roadkill item later. But did you read all the
comments? There were a couple in particular that really impressed me!

Just like Sam, you can ‘get your eye in for roadkill’ but
please only stop for a photo (or to collect the body)
where it is safe to do so. I keep a hi-vis vest in the
car just for such eventualities; a torch and selection of
bags and zip ties are also useful. In my previous job
with Shropshire Council it was considered ‘a bit odd’
to say the least, to collect roadkill (especially if
maggoty), which I did to the distaste of several of my
colleagues. And many of them have not forgotten it!
Here’s Andy Bishop, who wrote a piece for SMGN22,
taking more pride in his vehicle than I do in mine…
Ric Morris

Here’s Rattus norvegicus,
looking anything but fancy
this time. Rats are almost
certainly under-recorded
in the UK so if you see one
please do get in touch.
Pic: Sam
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Event Report Section
Pine marten tracking event: Scat hunters out in force

by various authors
Photos by Stuart Edmunds (SE) & Ric Morris (RM)

On 5th March, I was joined by a bunch of SMG members for a wander around Radnor Wood; an area I had
yet to explore for signs of pine marten despite it only being 500 metres from where I have
previously captured footage of them on camera trap. The aim was to check on three cameras
that had been out for a few nights and to look for pine marten
scat, while showing everyone other mammal field signs. One
sign we weren’t short of on the day was the nibbled remains
of spruce cones, stripped bare by grey squirrels. Despite no
evidence of pine martens, either in scat form or on camera
trap, we did at least collect records of mole, badger, wood
mouse (nibbled cherry stones) roe deer, badger, fox and
muntjac.
Hopefully everyone in attendance enjoyed the off-trail hike
down a slippery 45o slope for about 300 metres.
Fortunately, no one was injured on the day and I even
managed to avoid the usual slip and tumble that I have
become renowned for. I will revisit the
site to recheck camera traps in May and
Trying to find a camera trap from a GPS reading,
Stu prods unenthusiastically at yet another
with Tom Jordan and Karen Mitchell.
RM
will be running another similar search for
bit of badger excrement while new SMG
member Mike Cook looks on. RM
marten evidence in July.
Stuart Edmunds
L-R Phillip Playford, Karen Mitchell, Katy Perry, Ben Perrett, Paul Wright, Amber Bicheno, Ric, Wayne Jordan with Tom, Mike Cook, Poppy Morris.
Stu behind the camera this time.
SE

Obligatory sniff test! SE

That slope! SE

Mouse-nibbled cherry stones and squirrel-nibbled spruce cones.
We decided the deer slot was muntjac. RM
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Previously posted to Facebook by Tris Pearce

W-otter good day, building log otter holts with Shropshire Mammal Group and Shropshire Wildlife Trust!
Thanks to all the volunteers. Artificial otter holts provide resting places, which all help, as on average, an
otter will require around thirty such sites in its territory.

Tris Pearce

Riding in style: Leah Patterson, Caroline Savage, a young
member, Paul Wright, Phillip Playford, Katy Perry.

If you own land near
a suitable river why
not consider making
your own artificial
holt? These photos
pretty much give you
the blueprint!
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The long-awaited mammal bone ID workshop

by Ric Morris

I have been threatening for donkeys’ years to devise a mammal bone identification workshop and deliver it for the
benefit of SMG members. This near-mythical event is finally going to happen on Saturday 22 nd April 2017, at FSC
Preston Montford, Shrewsbury SY4 1DX (Grid Reference SJ433143). It’s a very extended version of a one hour workshop
which I delivered at lightning speed at the North Wales Mammal Group Autumn Symposium in October 2016.
Why do we need this skull-skill?
Often, random skulls and bones are found on location but due to a lack of identification skills these may not yield a
mammal record. During this all-day event, I plan to explain bone identification techniques especially suited to mammal
recording, enabling delegates to confidently identify the majority of their bony discoveries.















The workshop will cover:
Types of animal support structures
The structure and naming of the parts of the skeleton
‘Laying out’ a skeleton
How to differentiate mammal bones from bird, amphibian, reptile and
fish bones
How the skeleton affects the way mammals walk and run
How to distinguish insectivores, herbivores, carnivores and omnivores
An introduction to owl pellet analysis
Primary skeletal features of every Order of wild UK mammals, family
and most species, including some domestics
Ageing bones
Identifying bone fragments
A brief look at bone pathology, including abnormalities, deformities,
healed fractures
The opportunity to examine, handle, draw or photograph specimens
from my extensive collection
A reading list
After-course support from me via email

All delegates will receive an electronic PDF copy of the presentation slides for their future reference and there will be
free hot drinks and cake provided at the venue.

Please








bring:
A packed lunch
An 8x or 10x hand lens
Note-taking and / or drawing equipment
Tablet, compact or DSLR camera with macro facility or good quality camera phone for your own photos during
the day
A small ruler for scale for your photos (some Harry Tuffin’s Roofers’ L-squares will be available!)
Measuring calipers if you have them
Any mystery bones or unusual specimens of your own for discussion or identification.

SMG Members £4; non-SMG members £10 (to include a year’s SMG subscription)
Numbers strictly limited to 15; Booking essential! See your email dated 17/03/2017 for details.
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Diary dates for forthcoming events
Confessions of a teenage skull collector

Highly controversial
banned poster, by
Stuart Edmunds

with Ric Morris
When? Saturday 1st April 2017 1430 hrs (2.30 pm)
Where? The Cut, Shropshire Wildlife Trust HQ, Abbey Foregate, Shrewsbury SY2
Description: Ric’s by now legendary bones show; semi-serious, semi-stand-up. Features ‘70s music,
hair, fashion crimes, Trafalgar Square Pigeon Incident, True Story of Shergar’s Skull, etc.
Info: Part of a new series of SWT events – Teas and Talks for Saturday afternoons. Prior booking
essential; £12.50 a ticket to include sandwiches, scones, hot drinks & skeletal outrageousness.

Dormouse nestbox installation

Pic: Pete Lambert

with Sam Devine-Turner & Peta Marshall
When? Sun, 9th April, 1000 – 1500 hrs
Where? SWT Brook Vessons, on the north-east side of the ridge between The Paddock
& Blakemoorgate, near Minsterley SY5 0SJ OS Grid Ref SJ 382009
Description: Brook Vessons adjoins The Hollies reserve. Here you find yourself among towering
hedgerows, gnarled old trees, a tangled woodland, tiny meadows and boggy, tussocky grazing pastures.
Dormice are known to breed here, and we’re looking to increase their chances of finding a home.
Info: Check website / Facebook / event emails for exact details of meeting point.

British mammal skull and bones identification workshop

with Ric Morris
When? Saturday 22nd April 2017 1000 hrs for 1030. Expecting to finish about 1600 hrs
Where? FSC Preston Montford, Shrewsbury SY4 1DX (OS Grid Reference SJ 433143)
Description: Bone ID skills revealed at last!
Info: Prior booking essential! See page 24 for full details.

British mammal skull and bones identification workshop

with Ric Morris
When? Saturday 20th May 2017 1030 hrs start. Expecting to finish about 1600 hrs
Where? ENI Field Centre, Station Road, Talacre, Flintshire, CH8 9RD.
Description: See above, and page 24.
Info: Please note that this is a North Wales Mammal Group event. It may be necessary to be a
NWMG member in order to book onto this workshop. See their Facebook page or join / book by emailing
northwalesmammalgroup@gmail.com.

Nibbled Nut Hunt

with Sam Devine-Turner
When? Sunday 21st May 2017 and Sunday 24th June 2017
Where? National Trust Wenlock Edge. Locations to be confirmed, see Facebook, SMG website etc.
Description: Scuffling round in undergrowth looking for remains of a dormouse meal. Very addictive!
Info: Keep an eye on the usual media or await an email with more info nearer the time.
with Debbie Alston, Derbyshire county mammal recorder
When? Wednesday 24th May, 1000 – 1600 hrs
Where? The Gateway, Chester Street, Shrewsbury (map)
Description: This one day workshop will give you practice in identifying animals by sight using museum
skins & frozen specimens. Ecology & survey skills are covered too.
Info: Not an SMG event, but prior booking is essential – please visit the MMU office at the Gateway
or the online store at http://www.sste.mmu.ac.uk/recording

Fordhall Bioblitz - small mammal trapping

with Stuart Edmunds
When? Saturday 3rd and Sunday 4th June 2017 Advance notice – keep the date free.
Where? Fordhall Farm, Tern Hill Road, Market Drayton, TF9 3PS
Description: All ‘to be confirmed’ at the moment, but Stuart is expecting a mammaltastic Bioblitz event!
Info: Keep an eye on the usual media or await an email with more info nearer the time.

And Finally…

Pic: Debbie Alston

Small mammal identification and ecology

Book early for the Bones
Workshop, Diamond
Dogs!
It’s ruggish!

Another absolutely corking Newsletter; hope you all enjoy it. Thanks so much to everyone who has contributed
to this issue. We have some incredible events in the calendar so please do try to support as many as you can.
Don’t forget there is more info about our events appearing online all the time. Oh yes, and please do get your
mammal records in to Lorcán Adrain; his contact details on the foot of each page. And write me something for
SMGN31! You know it makes sense! Get scribing!
Cheers, Ric Morris
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